
MCDONALD S BALANCED SCORECARD

McDonald's adaptation of a balanced. scorecard has made it what it is today. By focusing on key areas of the scorecard,
McDonald's. can continue to improve.

Retrieved February 14, , from ProQuest Newsstand. In other words, McDonald visualizes that it names should
ring synonymously in the customers mind as a restaurant that stands for quality service, cleanliness, value and
that which every consumer is satisfied with. This perhaps shows in the accounting records which points to a
fall in fast food items in US due to the downturn. Health consciousness has also become another factor in
regards to competition. In other words, McDonald has made it possible for customers a great deal more
satisfied on each visits than any other similar fast-food chain. The single recommended action that can be
implemented is by giving a piece of cake or food item as a parting souvenir. One target or expected level of
performance for each restaurant is to keep its current achievement at a slightly higher level in order that the
customers are served with more perfection and thereby making the cash flow even better. In an effort to
increase their profitability, McDonalds also has worked on improving speed and efficiency in their restaurants.
Increasing market share and speeding production and delivery times are what is going to maximize
McDonalds productivity. This gives suppliers a large amount of bargaining power. Here, the underlining
philosophy of McDonalds is not to be the largest fast food supplier, but to be focused on being the best
fast-food chain. Competency exams are given to students and follow-ups are done to evaluate the effectiveness
of the training. According to the McDonalds Quick Time video, the restaurant chain focuses on key areas of
opportunity from the balanced scorecard. This means that quality is of prime most important factor for
McDonalds. There are a few ways that McDonalds is working on increasing their profitability. This is likely
McDonalds biggest obstacle in its industry strategy. Say for instance each worker serving customers should
have a preset target number of customers to be served which would increase their efficiency and performance
for the overall growth and strategy of the company. Yoshikami states, McDonalds is a mass-scale product, but
they have to operate as though theyre a premium product to keep gaining market share Yoshikami,  From the
customer perspective, mystery shopper scores and drive-thru service times are the key areas of focus. In the
case of beverages McDonalds restaurants has also started introducing its unique high premium coffee.
McDonalds Corporation. Again, by focusing itself strategically as a locally operated restaurant it gains the
advantage and leverage of serving customized food globally yet be firmly rooted by the local standards and
preferences. Costs could be calculated and certain food items could be produced less if it is not viable at
certain location. McDonalds has tried to rise above with introduction of healthier menu items and a more
active Ronald McDonald and cutting out characters such as the Hamburgler that promoted an unhealthy
lifestyle of obesity McDonalds Corporation, Overview, para. One meaningful action would be to invite
suggestions from staff after their training session in order to meet the companys objectives of learning
mechanism by meeting with ground realities. This makes the brand name quite a phenomenal force and
quickly makes news everywhere. With a small beginning in US it has become a gigantic multinational
company with its franchisee restaurant spread across continents to even the remote corners of the planet like
the Iceland. It has been seen that 15 to 20 of the restaurants are actually owned by the company while the rest
is in the hands of the franchisees. In an effort to increase differentiation and innovation, McDonalds
introduced McCafe, selling premium coffee beverages at competitive prices, rivaling coffee chains such as
Starbucks Chain Leader, para. First of all, from a financial perspective, McDonalds is focusing on profitability
and sales. First of all, product innovation takes place off site to allow for training and development. Customer
perspective will need focus on many areas including number of new customers, retaining existing customers,
speed, pricing, quality and service. From the customer perspective, mystery shopper scores and drive-thru
service times are the key areas of focus. By ensuring that McDonalds was producing the highest quality food
with exceptional speed and efficiency, the restaurants were giving themselves the best chance at retaining their
customers. By maintaining customers and employees who are willing to work hard and are trained in the right
areas, McDonalds will feel comfort in knowing that their vision is being upheld. On a larger scale this could
add up to the overall growth and strategy of the company. Mission and Vision Statement The mission as well
as the vision statement of McDonalds remains true to its characteristics even today and sums up to be the
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worlds quick service restaurant experience. Since its beginning, McDonalds has worked hard to differentiate
itself and adjust to a market that has become increasingly fast-paced. McDonalds creation and distribution of
its products are not necessarily unique or different. Workforce Management Online.


